STEEL COIL LOADING PROGRAM

Based on Steel Coil Loading Rules, the Steel Coil Loading Program can be used to carry out checks on tanktop strength for loading of steel coils. The program can be tailored to the tanktop structure and hold size of a particular vessel. A list of coils to load is created.

A range of stowage plans can be produced, in order to optimise the available tanktop loading capacity when carrying steel coils. The program will then indicate - for each coil size - the percentage loaded or left to load. A Summary of coils loaded in each hold is given.
The program will cater for variations in tanktop strength across the hold, making it possible to check for locking coil positions or to increase coil load in some areas. The list of coils is updated as coils are loaded. The program can provide a detailed stowage plan, making use of more than one coil size and thereby allowing the user to optimise stowage for the range of coil sizes available to load.